Incoming trade mission to the Netherlands from Georgia & Moldova,
25-29 August 2019
Overview of the companies participating in the business delegation
Georgian companies
1) SP David Adamadze - Mr. David Adamadze
Business activities & Location

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Producer of herbs and vegetables. 10 000sqm greenhouse, culinary Interested in visiting modern greenhouses, to see first-hand modern
herbs/vegetables
equipment, systems and technologies.
Vegetables and herbs greenhouse production practices

2) Individual Entrepreneur Zaza Gvatua – Greenhouses business – Mrs Elena Gvatua
Business activities
Exchanging knowledge with farmers.
tomatoes, bell peppers and melons.

Interested in / wishes to meet with
7,600

greenhouse:

cucumbers, The company would like to visit starter greenhouses which are currently
starting out and those equipped with more modern technologies, in order
to understand how they got there.
Interested in training: growing technologies, efficient methods of growing
and harvesting, greenhouse business opportunities.

3) Sole Proprietor Ketevan Tomeishvili - Mr. Ketevan Tomeishvili
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with
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They operate a herbs and vegetable greenhouse. The company also supports They would like to visit to the greenhouses in order to get introduced to
other small-scale farmers to improve their activities. They do this by sharing modern greenhouse practices as well as formation and fumigation
knowledge and experience accumulated through the years. 1200 sqm technologies.
greenhouse, culinary herbs/vegetables
The company would like to enhance knowledge in modern greenhouse
technologies. They want to be trained in soil preparation, plant protection
and formation.

4) LTD Herbia - Mr. Daviti Janelidze
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

They are growing, packing and distributing of herbs and vegetables; 3 ha of They are interested to meet with companies that grow herbs in open field.
greenhouse and a modern refrigerated warehouse with 2 packing lines. They The company would also wish to meet with seed company and technology
also help farmers with growing crops.
producers.

5) Cooperative Kvitiri - Mr. Goderdzi Shavgulidze
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Cooperative Kvitiri produces herbs in Greenhouse and operates cold storage Cooperative Kvitiri would like to visit herbs and vegetable greenhouse
facility. Cooperative members actively share the knowledge and experience producers that have introduced modern agricultural practices to their
to the newly established small-scale farmers in the region. operations. Crops of special interest: culinary herbs and vegetable.
1200 sqm greenhouse, culinary herbs/vegetables and 155 m3 storage.
They expect to enhance their knowledge about modern agricultural
technologies and the main requirements that Georgian herbs producers
should meet to enter to the EU market.

6) SP Mamuka Zhorzholiani - Mr. Mamuka Zhorzholiani
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with
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They regularly share the knowledge and information on new approaches and
technologies to small farmers that operate greenhouses to grow vegetables
year-round. 1200 sqm greenhouse, culinary herbs/vegetables

The company is interested in seeing greenhouses, and get familair with
any technologies used in greenhouse production of vegetables. Crops of
special interest are: cucumbers, tomatoes and culinary herbs.
They wish to learn more about production of indoor production of
vegetables and herbs.

7)

Stimor Associates - Mr. Vakhtang Kopeleishvili

Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Stimor Associates have large-scale geothermal energy-powered hydroponic Stimor Associates wishes to see demonstrations of modern greenhouse
greenhouses in Georgia.
technologies for future expansion. He is interested in learning about cost
optimisation in greenhouse, pest management, and semi-closed
greenhouses.

Moldovan companies
8) Family Farm "Darii Maria" - Mr. Darii Tudor
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Producer of organic vegetables in greenhouses - Tomatoes, cucumbers, sweet
peppers, early cabbage.
Preserving vegetables in their own refrigerators,
Selling organic vegetables from their own store and to public institutions
(schools, kindergarten, restaurants, others).
Other products grown in the open field.

They are interested in organic production technologies of vegetables, and
Post-harvesting technologies (processing, packaging).
They wish to learn about organic plant protection and High performance
greenhouse systems.
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9) LEGOVIT AGRO LTD - Mr. Ion Vladei
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Legovit Agro is a producer of vegetables in greenhouses - Tomatoes,
cucumbers, zucchini, sweet peppers, eggplants, Kapia peppers, early
cabbage, radish, sweet corn, melon.
They sell vegetables on the local market, restaurants and others.
Other products grown in the open field.

The company wishes to meet with organic production technologies of
vegetables, and post-harvesting technologies (processing, packaging).
They wish to learn more about plant fertilization (water component for
irrigation)

10) Family Farm "Mirza Ecaterina Procopie" - Mrs. Mirza Ecaterina
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

The family farm is a producer of vegetables in greenhouses - Tomatoes, They wish to meet with modern technology in vegetable production. They
cucumbers, sweet peppers, chilli peppers. They sell vegetables on the local would also like to see modern systems of greenhouses, irrigation in
market.
greenhouses, and mechanical and automated work in greenhouses.
Other agricultural products grown in the open field.

They would like to become more familiar with plant fertilization (water
component for irrigation).

11) OOO POLIGLIA - Mr. Popo Alla
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

They are producers of organic vegetables in greenhouses - Tomatoes, The company is looking for modern technologies for the production of
cucumbers, sweet peppers.
vegetables, post harvesting technologies - sorting line, packing,
Selling of vegetables to supermarket networks and local markets.
Other organic products grown in the open field.
They would like to become familiar with plant protection in greenhouses
and high performance greenhouse systems.
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12) PERUMETRU LTD - Mr. Albur Gheorghe
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Permuetru is a producer of vegetables in greenhouses - Potatoes, green They would like to see organic production technologies of vegetables and
onions. They are selling vegetables in their own store and on the local market. greenhouse construction technologies.
They also produce and sell their own beer. They trade food products as well. They wish to receive information of farmers cooperations in vegetable
growing. They wish to visit agricultural markets as well.
They wish to learn more about organic plant protection and determining
and setting the optimum temperature in greenhouses. They also would like
to know more about processing and packaging of products.

13) Family Farm Ionel Petru - Mr. Petru Ionel
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

The family farm has a production of seedlings in greenhouses. They produce
vegetables in greenhouses - Tomatoes, cucumbers, sweet peppers, early
cabbage. They also produce grapes in greenhouses.
They also sell seedlings to large companies that grow vegetables in
greenhouses. Other products grown in the open field.

They wishes to meet with companies that have technologies for the
production of seedlings and greenhouse vegetables and also technologies
for the production of table grapes in greenhouses
They wish to learn about plant protection and high performance
greenhouse systems.

14) Federation of Agricultural Producers from Moldova, FARM - Mr. Pojoga Vasile
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Federation of Agricultural Producers is an Agribusiness consultancy and their
main task is to transfer knowledge.

They are interested in meeting with companies that have modern
technology in vegetable production.
They would also wish to meet with companies in post-harvesting
technologies (processing, packaging).
The agribusiness wishes to visit a supermarket and distribution centre.
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They would like to learn about climate adaptation which systems when to
use.

15) Polimer Gaz Conduct LTD - Mr. Ponomarenco Eugen
Business activities

Interested in / wishes to meet with

Polimer Gaz Conduct is a producer of vegetables in greenhouses – tomatoes. They would like to meet with companies in technologies for the modern
production of vegetables, irrigation in greenhouse, methods of monitoring
of the soil substrate and plant care working.
The company wishes to learn more about reuse of wastewater and plant
protection.
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